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Infinite subfamilies ~ l ,  ~ .... , -oq'~o, .W,~ of the family consisting of context- 
sensitive languages, are introduced such that .2'~ ~z~ . . -C ~|  ~o,where  
9 LP a is the family of e-free context-free languages, Ld,o is the family of context-sensitive 
languages, and each L/', is an Abstract Family of Languages, i.e., closed under +,  -, U, 
inverse-homomorphism, r-free homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets. Each 
language of .W, is defined by a grammar, called a state grammar, that may be thought 
of as a context-free grammar with states. 
INTRODUCT ION 
As is well-known, the context-free grammars are formal models which are able to 
describe the syntactic structure of both natural languages and programming languages. 
However, some syntactic structures found in many programming languages, uch as 
ALCOL, cannot be specified by context-free grammars. This leads us to consider 
more powerful grammars that permit specifications within context-free grammars as 
to the order in which productions can be used in generating a sentence. A concept of 
a state grammar is introduced in this paper to study one such class of grammars. 
Intuitively, a state grammar is a context-free grammar with states where the class of 
allowable derivations is restricted by the states' requirements. Each intermediate 
string in a derivation of a state grammar has a state, and one is restricted by the state 
as to which production may be applied next. The language generated by a state 
grammar is called a state language. It is shown that the family of state languages i
identical to the family of context-sensitive languages. By placing restrictions on state 
grammars, we obtain infinite subfamilies .o9~ -~s ,..., .Wo~, .s of state languages. The 
main result of this paper is that each LP, qualifies as an abstract family of languages 
as defined in Ref. [7]. 
In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of research done on changing 
the manner in which a grammar is allowed to generate words [1-5]. Rosenkrantz [1] 
has defined a class of grammars, called programmed grammars, where each inter- 
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mediate string in a derivationis associated with a production label instead of a state. 
The production applied to an intermediate string in a derivation isuniquely determined 
by its associated production label and the next production label is selected from the 
set specified by this production. Our state grammar is a generalization f the program- 
med grammars with E-free context-free cores. Abraham [2] has considered a context- 
free grammar with matrix rules where the class of allowable derivation is restricted 
by matrix requirements. An interesting subfamily of the languages generated by these 
grammars has been developed by Brainerd [3]. This subfamily is also contained within 
our -5*00. Frig [5] has considered the family of languages generated by context-free 
grammars whose productions are partially ordered. The relationship between these 
grammars and state grammars has been discussed by Moriya [6]. Ginsburg and 
Spanier [9] have considered another type of restriction on the use productions which 
allows only leftmost derivations whose production sequences belong to a set of strings 
previously specified. 
This paper is divided into three sections. In Section 1 we define the basic definition 
of a state language and introduce the family i~ the family of state languages of 
degree n. Section 2 deals with the hierarchy theorems. In Section 3 the closure 
properties of the family s are given. In particular, each L~' n is an AFL. 
I .  STATE LANGUAGES 
DEFINITION. A state grammar is a 6-tuple G = (K, V, 27, P, P0, o), where 
(1) K is a nonempty finite set (of states); 
(2) V is a finite set of symbols and Z is a subset of V; 
(3) a is an element of V -- Z'; 
(4) Po is an element of K; 
(5) P is a finite subset of K • (V - -  Z) • K • V+.I 
An element (p, ~, q, u) of P is called a state production (abbreviated production) and 
is usually written (p, ~) --+ (q, u). An element of V -- 27 is called a variable, and a 
variable $ is said to be applicable under a state p if (p, ~) --* (q, u) is in P for some q 
in K and u in V +. 
Given a state grammar G -- (K, V, Z, P, P0, o), let :> be a relation on K • V + 
defined as follows: Let p be in K and w ---- x~y be in V +. If this ~: is the leftmost 
occurrence of applicable variables in zo under p and (p, $) ~ (q, u) is in P, then we 
write (p, x~y) ~ (q, xuy). If this ~: is the j-th variable in w, then we sometimes write 
:~ instead of :>. 
x V + = U~I  V~ and V* = V+U{~}, where 9 is the empty word. 
57I /4/5-8 
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For s and fl in K X V +, write s ~- fl if either s = fl or there exist % ,..., s, such 
that % = s, s~ = fl, and si ~ S,+l for each i. The sequence % ,..., s, is called a 
derivation (of length r) and is denoted by % =~ ... :~ a n . The subset of 27+ 
L(G) = {w in 27+ I (Po, a) ~- (q, w) for some q in K} 
is called a state language. L(G) is said to be generated by G. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (K, V, X, P, Po, ~) be a state grammar and let n be a 
j(1) j(2) j(r) 
positive integer. An n-limited erivation is a derivation s0 ~ s 1 ==~ ... =:~ s~ such 
that j(i) <~ n for each i. In this case we sometimes write % ===~ s~ instead of % ~- s, 
in order to indicate that it is realized by an n-limited derivation. A subset L(G; n) of 27+ 
n* 
is defined to be the set {w in 27+ I (P0, a) =:~ (q, w) for some q in K}. Clearly 
L(G; n) C_ L(G; n + 1) 
for all positive integers and L(G) = U,~=x L(G; n). 
A state grammar G is of degree n for a positive integer n if and only ifL(G; n) = L(G). 
A state language L is said to be of degree n if there is a state grammar G of degree n 
with L = L(G). If L(G; n) ~ L(G) for all positive integer n, then G is said to be of 
infinite degree, and state language L(G) is of infinite degree. 
For each positive integer n, let Le. be the family of all state languages of degree n. 
Let Leo, be the entire family of state languages. Let Leo = g.~x Le,- 
By definition, it is clear that Le~ _C ~ _C ... _C Leoo _C Le~. Furthermore, ~ is 
identical to the family of E-free context-free languages. ~ In fact, Lea is identical to the 
family of languages generated by a-free context-free grammars with regular control 
sets [9]. 
THEOREM 1. For any state grammar G and n ~ 1, L(G; n) is a state language of 
degree n. 
Proof. Let G = (K, V, 27, P, Po, a). We will construct a state grammar G' such 
that L(G; n) = L(G'; n) = L(G'). Let f be a new symbol and for each p in K and 
~: in V -- 27, let ig and ~ be new symbols. Let G' ---- (K', V', 27, P', (Po, I), a), where 
K '= K • {1,2, . . . ,n}W{ff lp inK} • {1,2, . . . ,n}u{f},  V '= Vu{~ I ~in V- -X},  
and P' is defined as follows: 
(1) If (p, ~)~ (q, u) is in P, then ((p, i), ~)--~ ((q, i), u) is in P'  for each i, 
1 ~i~n;  
(2) If ~ is not applicable under p, then ((p, i), ~) --~ ((p, i + 1), ~) is in P' for 
1 ~ i ~ n - -  1, and ((p, n), ~)--~ (f, ~) is in P'. 
Acontext-free language is said to be c-free if it does not contain r
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(3) For each r in V -- 2J and p in K, ((~, i), ~) --~ ((fi, i -- 1), r 2 ~< i ~< n, 
and ((fi, 1), r ~ ((p, 1), r are in P'. 
Let h be the homomorphism On V* defined by h(a) = a for each a in 27, and h(r = 
for each ~ in V -- 27. The construction G' is such that if 1 <<. i <~ n, then any derivation 
(p, x, y) ~ (q, xuy) in G corresponds to a derivation of length 2i, 
((p, 1), x~y) ~ ... ::> ((p, i), h(x)~y) ~ ((q, i), h(x)uy) ~ ... 
((q, 1), xuy) ~ ((q, 1), xuy), 
in G', and conversely. ThusL(G; n) =L(G ' ;  n). Since every derivation from ((Po, 1), a) 
in G' is an n-limited derivation, G' is of degree n. 
COROLLARY. A state language L is of degree n if and only i l L  = L(G; n) for some 
state grammar G. 
It is obvious that the setL = {aibid I i >/1} is a state language of degree two. Since 
L is not context-free, L is not of degree one, and hence LP~ properly contains Ltd. 
In Section 2 we shall show the existence of a state language of degree n which cannot 
be generated by any state grammar of degree less than n. Next we shall show that 
L~~ coincides with the family of context-sensitive languages. 
THEOREM 2. LP, o is identical to the family of context-sensitive languages. 
Proof. First it is quite clear that any state language is a eontext-sensitive language. 
Now assume that G = (V, 27, P, a) is a context-sensitive grammar. A state grammar 
G' which generates the same language as G will be constructed. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that P consists of the following forms: (a) s e --+ r3, (b) 
~v ~ ~-3, (c) ~ --~ a, where ~, v, r, and 3 are in V -- 27, and a is in 2:. 
Let V' = Vw {~:' [ ~ in V -- 2JJt.) {~" [ ~ in V - -  X}, where ~' and ~" are new 
symbols. Let K = {Po ,Pl ,P2 ,f} t.) (V -- X) • (V -- 27). Let 
where P' 
G' = (K, V', X, P', Po, a), 
consists of the following productions: 
(1) (Po, ~) --~ (Po, ~') for all ~ in V -- 27, 
(2) (Po, ~:) --+ (Po, r'3") for each f --+ r3 in P, 
(3) (Po, ~) ~ ((v, 8), r') for each fv --+ T8 in P, 
(4) ((v, 3), v) -~ (pt ,  3") for all v and 3 in V -- 27, 
(5) ((v, 3), ~) --+ (f, ~:) if v 56 ~, 
(6) (Pl ,  ( )  --~ (Pl,  ~) for all ~ in V -- X, 
(7) (Pl ,  ~") --+ (Po, ~) for all ~ in V -- X, 
(8) (Po, ~) --+ (Pz, a) for each ~ ~ a in P, 
(9) (pz, ~) --+ (P2, a) for each ~ ~ a in P, 
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Let D : a = w o =~ w~ ~ ... =~ w, be a derivation in G with w, in Z +. We may 
assume that all productions of type (a) and (b) used in D are applied before any of 
type (c). Let a ~ wt involve only type (a) and (b) productions, and w t *~ w, involve 
only type (c) productions. 
Suppose that x I ... x~y ~ x I "" X~T~y in G with ~: ~ r$ in P, x i in V --  27, and 
y in (V --  27)*. Then 
(PO, Xl "'" xs~Y) *:~ (Po ,  Xl' "'" X2t~Y) ~ (P l ,  Xl t "'" XSYtatPY) 
(P l ,  Xl "'" x,rS"y) ~ (Po,  Xl "" xsrSY). 
Suppose that x 1 ... x~vy ::> x 1 ... x~rSy in G with ~:v ~ ~'$ in P, then 
(Po , xi ... xs~vy) ~ (Po , xl' "" xs'~vy) ~ ((~, ~), x l " . .  x~','~y) 
(P l ,  Xx' "" x,'r'8"y) *~ (P l ,  xl "'" x~rS"y) ~ (Po, xi "" X~T$y) in G'. 
Thus (P0, a) ~ (Po, wt) in G'. Since the order of the applications of type (c) produc- 
tions does not affect the terminal word generated by the derivation, we may assume 
that type (c) production is always applied to the leftmost variable. Hence 
(P0, wt) => (P2, wt+l) ~ (P2, wr) in G'. Thus w~ is in L(G'), that is, L(G) C_ L(G'). 
Let (P0, a) = (q0, w0) :> (ql, Wl) ~ "'" ~ (qr, wr) be a derivation in G' with w r 
in 27+. Then q~ @f  for all i, 1 ~ i~r .  Let 0=i (0 )< ' "< i (k )<r  be those 
integers such that qi(s) = Po, and wi(s) in (V -  27)+. Then from the form of the 
productions, it should be clear that wi(s) ~ wi(s+l) in G. Since (qi(,), wi(k)) *~ (qr, Wr) 
involves only type (8) and (9) productions, wi(k) ~ wr in G. Then we have a *~ w r 
in G, i.e., L(G) ~ L(G'). 
2. THE HIERARCHY THEOREMS 
Next we show the existence of a state language which is not of finite degree, i.e., 
ze~ ~ ze~. 
DEFINITION. In a state grammar G = (K, V, 27, P, P0, a), let each production be 
an abstract symbol. Given a derivation D : (qo, w0) ~ (qx, wl) :> "'" => (qr, w,), we 
shall associate with it a sequence of productions 7r 1 "" rr r such that rr i is the production 
used in (qi-1, wi-1) ~ (qi, wi). We shall call this a control word of D. Alternatively, 
D is said to be realized by ~r 1 "'" rr r . I f  D is a derivation of length zero (i.e., r = 0), 
then the control word of D will be considered to be E. 
For each n >/1, let .4(G; n) be the set of those control words which realize n-limited 
derivations from (P0, ~) into K • 27+. 
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We now treat some properties of A(G; n) which allow us to consider the generative 
power of G. First we need more notations. 
Notation. Let G = (K, V, 27, P, P0, o) be a state grammar. It is easy to confirm 
that if (p, x) ~ (q, y) and (p, x) ~ (q', y')  are realized by the same control word, 
then (q, y) = (q', y'). Hence, for each a in P* and positive integer n, we can define a 
function R~" as follows. For (p, x) in K • V +, if there is an n-limited derivation 
(p, x) => .-" =~ (q, y) realized by e,, then R~'*(p, x) = (q, y). I f  no such derivation 
exists R~'~(p, x) is undefined. 
Note that R,"(p, x) = (p, x), for all (p, x) in K x V +. 
Notation. Let G = (V, Z, P, 0) be a phrase structure grammar. For each u ~ v 
9 L L*  in P, x in Z*, and y in V , write xuy ~ xvy. Let =~- be the reflexive transitive closure 
L*  
of ~,  and let L(G; L) = {w in 27* I o =:> w}. 
It is known [13] that L(G;L) is context-free for each phrase structure grammar G. 
LEMMA 1. A(G; n) is context-free for each state grammar G = (K, V, Z, P, Po, o) 
and each positive integer n. 
Proof. For each state p, let W(p) denote the set of those variables which are not 
applicable under p. Let h be the homomorphism defined on V* by h(~) ----- ~ for ~ in V - -  Z 
and h(a) = ~ for a in Z. We now show that A(G; n) is context-free by constructing a 
phrase structure grammar G' -----(V', P, P', 0) such that A(G; n) -----L(G';L). 
Let V' = K u (V --  Z) u P u {~}, where ~ is a new symbol. The set of productions 
P '  constructed as follows: 
(1) If  ~r = (p, ~) ~ (q, u!1 is in P, then P '  contains the set of productions 
px~ --~ ~rqxh(u) for all x in L)n-o (W(p))i; 
(2) P '  also contains the productions p ~ ~ for all p in K; 
(3) P '  contains the initial production O ~ po o. 
First, we show that 
L L*  
For ~ in P*, if R~n(po, or) = (p, x), then ~ =~ po o ~ ~ph(x) in G'. (1) 
The statement (1) is proved by induction on the length of a. (1) is vacuously true 
for a = ,. Suppose that (1) is true for a and R~(p o , a) is defined for ~r =- (p, r --~ (q, u) 
in P. Then R~,(p o, a) = R~*(R~n(p o , a)) = R~(p, xr = (q, xuy) and h(x) is in 
n--1 
Ui=o (W(p))' for some x and y in V*. Since ph(x)r ~ ~rqh(x)h(u) is in P' ,  
L*  ~ poa =:~ aph(xr % a~rqh(xuy) in G'. Thus, statement (1) is valid for all a in P*. 
It is afortiori true when R~n(po, a) is an element of K • Z +, i.e., when a is in A(G; n). 
L*  t 9 9 - - L Thus, if a is m A(G; n),then tr -~  ap :~ a for some p in K. Hence A(G;n) C_ L(G ; L). 
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Now suppose *r 1 "" ,r~ in L(G';L). Then there exist qo = Po, ql ,..., qr in K and 
x o = e, x 1 ,..., x~ = 9 in (V --  27)* such that 
L L L L L 
6 ~ po e : qoXo =,  wlq lx  1 ::r " ' "  ~ "rr 1 " ' "  " r r rq rX  r =;> "/7" 1 " ' "  "/r r 9 
It can be proved by induction on i that for 1 ~< i ~ r there exists y~ in V + such that 
R~, .... ,(P0, e )= (qi,Y,) and h(yi )= xi. Thus, we have R~t...,,,(po, e )~ (q~,y~) 
and h(y~) -- x~ = E for somey~ in V +, i.e., ,q "" *r r is in A(G; n). Thus 
L(G' ; L) C__ A(G; n), 
from which L(G'; L) = A(G; n). 
DEFINITION. Let J denote the nonnegative integers. For each integer m >~ 1 let 
jm _ j • ... • j (m times). Then jm is a commutative associative semigroup with 
identity, under componentwise addition. 
A subset Q of ]m will be said to be linear if there exist members c, d i .... , d s of jm 
such that 
Q = {x [ x = c + kid 1 + "" + kgl,, k, in J}. 
A subset Q of j~n is said to be semilinear if it is a finite union of linear set. 
Notation. Let X = {a s ..... am). Let q~ be the function from X* into jm defined 
by q~(w) = (#ax(w),..., #~,(w)), where #~,(w) is the number of occurrences of the 
symbol a i in the word w. 
Thus ~(E) = 0 m and ~(xy) ~- r + r where 0 m is the element of jm each 
of whose coordinates i zero. Note that q~ depends on the order of as ; however, this 
fact will be ignored. 
The following proposition is well-known [14]: I f L  _C Z'* is a context-free language, 
then t~(L) is semilinear. The next theorem is a generalization of this proposition. 
THEOREM 3. I l L  is a state language of finite degree, then ~(L) is semilinear. 
Proof. Let G = (K, V, Z', P, P0, e) be a state grammar such that L = L(G) = 
L(G; n) for some n >/1. Let f be the homomorphism of P* into V* defined by 
f((p,  ~) --~ (q, u)) -- u for each (p, ~) ~ (q, u) in P. Extend the function ~ from •* 
to V* by defining ~(~) = (0,..., 0) for each s ~ in V -- Z and ~(xl .-- xs) = ~,.s=l @(x,) 
for each xi in V. We now show that 
If R~"(po, e) = (q, x), then q~(x) = q~(f(~)). (2) 
We will prove (2) by induction on the length of a. Certainly (2) is true for ct = e. 
Now suppose (2) is true for c~ and consider R~(po, e) = R,n(p, x~y)~ (q, xuy). 
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Then 
r = q)(xy) + r = r + ~(f0r))  
= q~(f(a)) + qb(f(Tr)) : ~(f(c~r)). 
Thus (2) is true for all c~. Hence 
qO(L) = r n)) = {q~(w) I R~"(po, ~) = (q, w), ~ in A(G; n)} 
= {q~(f(~)) I o~ in A(G; n)} = q~(f(A(G; n))). 
By Lemma 1, A(G; n) is context-free. Since the homomorphic mage of a context-free 
language is context-free [15], f (A(G; n)) is context-free. Thus r = r  n))) 
is similinear. 
The set L = {a2ktk >/ 1} is a context-sensitive language, and thus L is a state 
language. Since {2 ~ I k ~ 1} is not semilinear, L is not a state language of finite degree. 
COROLLARY 1. ~a properly contains .~'oo. 
COROLLARY 2. I l L  is a state language of finite degree, then s {1 w I ] w in L} is an 
ultimately periodic se# of integers. 
COROLLARY 3. A state language of finite degree over one symbol is a regular set. 
We next show that ~,  is a proper subfamily of .W~+ 1 , in fact, we show the existence 
of a degree (n + 1) language which cannot be generated by any degree n grammar. 
Notation. For all n >/1, let L ,  be the subset of {al ,..., a4n-2}* defined by L ,  = 
{axta~ k "" a~n_ ~ t k >/1}. 
THEOREM 4. Ln is in ~q~n. 
Proof. Let K .  = {Po ,..., P~, Pl .... , Pn}, 27~ = {a 1 ,..., a4n_~}, and 
Let G,, = (Kn, V~, 27,~, P~, Po, a), where P~ is defined as follows: 
(1) (Po, a) --* (Pa, ~:a~:a "'" ~:,~); 
(2) (p, ,  ~,) ~ (p,+t, a4,_a~,aa~ ), 
(P ,  , ~,) ~ (f i i+l , aa,-2~,a4i-t) ,  
(ib,, ~,) -+ (i~,+1, a4,-2aa,-1), for i = 1, 2,..., n --  1; 
(3) (Pn , ~,) --~ (P, , aa,-z~,V), 
(Pn , ~n) "+ (P l ,  a4n-3V), 
(ibn, v) --+ (ha, a,n-2). 
s I w I denotes the length of w. 
4 A set Q of nonnegative integers is said to be ultimately periodic if Q is semilinear. 
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Then we have a derivation 
(Po ,  a)  ~ (P l ,  ~1~2 "'" ~n) :::> (P2 , a1~ia4~2 "'" ~n) :z. ... 
(Pn ,  a1~1a4 "'" a4n-7~n-la~n-4~n) 
7l* 
=> (Pn alexia4 k "" ak r ak ak-1 ~ vk-l~ 4n-7bn-1 4n-4 4n-3~n ! 
n ... a ~ ~ a k ~ k~ 
::~ (P l '  al/C~la4k 4n-7~n-1 4n-4a4n-3  y ) 
n* ak  ~ . 
=::> (J~l,  al~a2~a3~a4  "'" 4n-3aln-2) for any k >1 1. 
It should be clear that only this type of derivation could derive a terminal word. 
Thus L(Gn) = L(Gn ; n) = L~ . 
We now show thatL~+ 1 is not in ~a.  To prove this we require a sequence of defini- 
tions and lemmas. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (K, V, S, P, Po, a) be a state grammar. For each u in V*, 
#(u) denotes the number of occurrences of variables in u. Let p be the function from 
P* into the integers defined by 
p((p, ~) ~ (q, u)) = #(u) --  1 for each (p, ~) --~ (q, u) in P, 
p(~) = O, and 
p(zrl "'" *rr) = p(~rl) + "" + (zr,), each ~i in P. 
For each c~ in P*, p(a) is called the weight of a. 
The following lemma is immediate consequence of this definition. 
LEMMA 2. I f  R~"(p, x) = (q, y), then #(y) = #(x) + p(a). 
LEMMA 3. Let G = (K, V, z~, P, Po , a) be a state grammar. I f  A(G; n) is infinite, 
then A(G; n) contains a control word a131%32 % which satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) 31/32 # 9 and ~3aka2fl2~a3 in A(G; n) for all k >~ 0; 
(b) for all y in init(3t), P0') >~ 0; 
(c) for all 9/in init(32) , p@) >~ (32), 
where init(3~) is the set of initial subwords 5 of 3i. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, A(G; n) is context-free. Thus there exists 3 in A(G, n) such 
that 3 = &1/~1&2/~2& 3 with/~1/~2 :/: ~, and &l/~lk&2~2k&3 is in A(G; n) for all k /> 0 [15]. 
For i = 1, 2, let 3~' be an initial subword of/~ i such that P(3~') = min{p(~) ] ~ in init(/~i) }. 
5 y is an initial subword  o f /3  if 13 = ya for some a in P* .  
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Let ~, = ~'/9~'. Then ~1[~l'(~1131')k~3;"~2~2t([3~2tf12t)k[32~ 3 is in A(G; n) for all k ~> 0, and 
/~x'fl~/~' # ~. To complete the proof it suffices to show that ~1'~1' and ~f12' satisfy 
(b) and (c), respectively. 
Let y be an arbitrary initial subword of/3~fi~'. Suppose that y is an initial subword 
of ~ .  Then ~x'~ is an initial subword of /~ = ~'fi~. From the minimality of p(fl~'), 
p(/31'9, ) = p(~') + p@) >/p(/3~'). Thus P(9') ~> 0. 
Suppose that ~ is an initial subword of/~1/~' but not of/9~'. Then ~ =/~y '  and 
/~' = 9/y" for some 9/, 9/' in P*. Since R~)~.(~t~.~(p o , a) is defined for all k, it follows 
that from Lemma 2 that p(&l/~') + kp(/91/31' ) § 1 >//0 for all k. Hence 
P(~'~') = P@) + p(v') + v(v") = P(v) + P(~,") >i o. 
Since p(/~') ---- p@') + p(y") <~ p(~/), p@") <~ O. Thus p(),) >~ 0, so that (b) holds. 
Let 3 be an arbitrary subword of/~/32'. Suppose that 3 is an initial subword of/32. 
By Lemma 2 
o(s~') + ~O(~l~') + o(~2 ) + ~o(~ ) + (~)  = -1  
for all k >/0. Hence P(fl'~2') = --P(~lfla') <~ O. Since fl2'3 is an initial subword of 
f12 = [3~'~ , p([3~'3) = P(fl2') + P(3) >~ P([32'). Thus p(3) >~ 0. Thus P(~fl2') <~ 0 <~ p(3), 
so that (c) holds. 
Suppose that 3 is an initial subword of fl~fl2' but not of fl~'. Then 3 ----fl~3' and 
~2 '= 8'3" for some 3', 3" in P*. Since p(fl~')---= p(3')+ p(3")<~ p(3'), p(3")<~ O. 
Thus p(fl~fl~') ---= p(3) + p(8") <~ p(3), so that (c) holds. 
LEMMA 4. Let L C al*a2* ... am* be a state language of degree n. I l L  is infinite, 
then q~(L) contains a linear set {x ] x =- c + kd, k >~ 0} such that d # 0 ~ and d has 
less than 4n + 2 nonzero coordinates. 
Proof. Let G = (K, V, 27, P, P0, ~) be a state grammar such that L = L(G) = 
L(G; n). Let h be the homomorphism defined by h(~:) -- E for each ~ in V -- 27 and 
h(a) = a for each a in 27. Let q~ and f be the same as in Theorem 3, and let #(w) 
denote the number of occurrences of variables in w. 
By Lemma 3, there exists a control word ax/32a2/32~n satisfying the condition (a), 
(b), and (c) in Lemma 3. Since al/31ka2/3z~a3 is in A(G; n) for all k >/ 0, 
{w~ I R~x~I~,2~s~3(Po, ~) = (qlc , wk), k >~ O) C_ L. The proof of Theorem 3 shows that 
9 R n if ~IB k~2~ k~s(p0, ~) ~- (qk, wk), then 
9 (w~) -- ,(f(~1~1~t~%)) = *(f(~l~.))  + k,(/(~&)). 
Thus 
{x Ix = O(f(ala2~s) ) + kO(f (~2)) ,  k >/0} _C O(L). 
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To show that q)(f(flx/3~)) has at most 4n + 1 nonzero coordinates, we distinguish 
two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose p(/3~) > 0. Thus p(/3~) = --P(fll) < 0. Since p(~flt") >/n,  
R~th,,(po, ~r) contains more than n occurrences of variables. Let R~, , (po ,  ~r)= 
(q~, Xl~tX~ "'" xn~,x,~+~), where q~ is in K, x I ..... x,~ are in 27", xn+t is in V*, and 
~t ,..., ~,~ are in V -  27. By the condition (b), R~r a) contains more than 
n § #(x,~+l ) occurrences of variables for all 7, in init(fla*). Thus R~?(ql, ~ .'. ~,~) is 
defined for all k ~> 0. Then there exist q~, qs in K, YI .... ,y,~ in 27* andyn+~, z a .... , zn 
in V* such that 
R~xs~(qt, ~:1 "'" ~:,) = R;~(q~, ytvxye'" y,v,yn+t) = (qa, YxzlYa"" Y,z,Yn+l). 
Hence there exists a sequence of integers 1 ~<J t~ "'" ~<j~n ~< m such that h(zi) is 
in a.*~,,_la.*~z, for each i. (For assume that h(zi) contains a subword at a~a h with 
tt < t~ .< ts, s > 0. Since q~(yl "'" Y,~+I) = q~(zl ... zn) = q~(f(fl~)), a h occurs in 
some y i .  Then, in ytz, "" Y,zny,+x either some at occurs before some at~ , or some atz 
occurs before some aq.  This contradicts the fact that h(y,z~'" zny~+x) is in at* ... am*.) 
Therefore h(zt. . .zn) is in a~--" a.*~.. Thus q)(f(fl,)) has at most 2n nonzero coor- 
dinates. 
Let s = --p(fl~) (=p(fll)). Let 
where ql is in K, xl .... , Xn+2~ are in 27*, "~-'n+'~s+l is in V*, and ~1 ,..., ~n+~ are in V --  27. 
By the condition (c) in Lemma 3, R~(q l ,  ~t "" ~n+~) is defined. Thus there exist 
q~, q2 in K, Yt ..... Yn+x in S*, Vl ,-.., vn in V -- 27, Zl ,..., zn+~ in V* such that 
R Aq-  ... a n - ,  
= (q3 '  Y l~ ' I  " '"  Yn '~ 'nYn+l~'n+l ) "  
Then h(yl~ 1""Yn~jn+l~+l)  is in a~* "" am*, and ~(f( f l~))= ~(.y, " "Yn+l )= 
~(Zl "'" zn+l)" Hence there exists 1 ~ r 1 ~ " "4  r2n+t ~ m such that h(~i) is in 
at2 ~* _la~,* for 1 ~< i ~ n and h(~'~+x) is in a*~2,+1 9 (For assume that h(~n+l) contains a 
subword a~at~ with t 1 < t 2 . Since at~ occurs in some y~, h(371~ x ..-Yn+ls contains 
a subword of the form at uattat2 , a contradiction.) Therefore h(g 1 ""s is in 
a* " "a*  Thus ~b(f(fl2) ) has at most 2n + 1 nonzero coordinates. Hence 
~'1 1'2~+1 " 
~(f(/31f12)) = q~(f(fll)) -k q~(f(fl2)) has at most 4n + 1 nonzero coordinates. 
Case 2. Suppose p(fll) : P(fl2) : 0. Let R~l(P0, g) = (ql, x1~:1 "'" xs~xs+l), where 
s = min(n, p(al) + 1), x I .... , x, are in 27", xs+ 1 is in V*, and ~:1 ..... ~:s are in V --  27. 
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By (b), R~(q  t ,  r "'" ~s) is defined for all k >/ I .  Thus there exists q2, q3 in K, 
Yx ,... ,Ys in X* and y~+ a, zx ,..., z8 in V* such that 
RB~(qx , ~ "" ~)  = R~(q2 , y~v~yz ... ysVsYs+l) = (qz , Ylz~Y2 "'" YsZsYs+l) 9
Then there exists 1 ~< Jx ~ "'" ~ j28 ~ m, such that h(zi) is in a.* a.* for 1 ~< i ~ s. 12i--1 22i 
Therefore r = ~(Za  ""Zs) has at most 2n nonzero coordinates. An analogous 
argument shows that ~(f(/32) ) has at most 2n nonzero coordinates. Thus r 
has at most 4n nonzero coordinates. 
We are now ready for the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 5. Ln+ 1 is not in ~.  
Proof. Suppose that Ln+a = {at k "'" a k 4~+~ ]k ~ 1} is of degree n. By Lemma 4, 
O(Ln+l) contains a linear set 
Q = {x Ix = (c 1 .... , c4n+2 ) ~- k(d  I ,..., d4n+2), k ~ 0} 
such that di = 0 for some i and d~ :# 0 for some j. Since 
9 C ~(Ln+l) ~- {y [Y ----- (I ..... 1) + k(1,..., 1), k ~> 0}, 
ci + kdi = c i + kdj for all k >/0, a contradiction. 
3. ~ Is AN AFL 
In this section we shall show that L~'~ qualifies as an AFL for all positive integers n. 
DEFINITION. A state grammar G = (K, V, 2:, P, Po, a) is said to be in reduced 
form if each production is in one of the following forms: 
(a) (p, ~) --~ (q, vr), (b) (p, ~) ~ (q, x), 
where p, q in K, ~:, v, r are in V --  Z' and x is in V. 
Two state grammar, G and G' are said to be (strongly) equivalent i fL(G; n) = L(G';  n) 
for all n ~ 1. 
LEMMA 5. POE any state grammar G there exists a reduced grammar G' equivalent 
to G. 
The proof of Lemma 5 is obvious. By making use of standard techniques, a state 
grammar G can be converted to a reduced grammar G' such that L(G; n) = L(G';n) 
for all n /> 1. 
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DEFINITION. 
is a 6-tuple M 
(I) 
(2) 
O) 
(4) 
(5) 
An E-free nondeterministic f nite transducer (abbreviated E-free NFT)  
: (S, Z, A, 3, So, F) where 
S is a nonempty finite set of states; 
Z and A are finite sets of input symbols and output symbols, respectively; 
s o , in S, is the start state; 
F _C S is the set of final states; 
8 is a mapping from S • Z • S into the finite subsets of A+. 
Then 3 is extended to a mapping ~ from S • Z* • S into A* by defining for each 
s and s' in S, x in Z*, y in Z, 
(a) ~(s, E, s) : {E}; 
(b) ~(s, xy, s') = I,),- in s ~(s, x, s") 3(s", y, s'). 
By definition, ~(s, E, s') @ ~ ifs ves' ,  and ~(s, x, s') does not contain E if x~:E. 
An c-free NFT  M can induce an E-free NFT mapping from Z + into A 4 defined by 
M(w) : [,Js in v ~(so, w, s) for each w in S +. 
THEOREM 6. Each L,  is closed under E-free NFT mappings. 
Proof. Let G = (K, V, Z, P, Po, u) be a state grammar in reduced form and let 
M = (S, Z, A, 3, s o , F) be an E-free NFT.  We will construct a state grammar G' 
such thatL(G';  n) = M(L(G; n)) for all n >~ 1. Let V' : -  S • (V -- Z) • S u {5} u A. 
Let G' = (K, V', A, P', Po, 5), where P '  is defined as follows: 
(1) P '  contains the initial productions (P0,5) ~ (Po, (So, or, s)) for all s in F; 
(2) If  P contains (p, ~:) -7 (q, w-), then P '  contains 
(p, (s, ~, s')) -~ (q, (s, v, s")(s", ~, s')) 
for all s, s', s" in S; 
(3) If  P contains (p, ~:) -+ (q, v), in V --  Z, then P '  contains 
(p, (s, ~, s')) -~ (q, (s, v, s')) 
for all s, s' in S; 
(4) If  P contains (p, ~) -~ (q, a) and 3(s, a, s') contains y, then P '  contains 
(p, (s, ~, s')) -+ (q, y). 
A straightforward proof by induction on the length of a derivation yields that 
1 
(po,  6) ~ (po, (So, ~, s2r+l)) 
(P,  U0($1 , ~19 S2) Ul "'" Ur--l(S2r--1 , ~r ,  S2r)U~'), r >t O, ul in A* 
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if and only if there exists x 0 ,..., x~ in Z* such that 8(s~i, xi,  s2~+1) contains u, for 
each i, 0 ~< i ~< r, and 
n* 
(P0 ,  0") :~ (p ,  X0~lX 1 "'" Xr_l~,2Cr) is in G.  
n* n* 
Thus (P0,6) =~ (P, u) is in G', u is in A+, and p is in K if and only if (P0, o) :~ (p, x) 
is in G for some x in Z + and ~(s 0 , x, s) contains u for some s in F. Thus L(G'; n) = 
M(L(G; n)) for all n ~ 1. 
If G is of degree n, i.e., L(G; n) ~- L(G; m) for all m ~ n, then G' is also of degree n. 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY. For all n, .LP~ is closed under E-free homomorphisms. 
COROLLARY. For all n, .~  is closed under intersection with regular sets. 
We now prove several emmas which will be used to show that L~ is closed under 
inverse homomorphisms. The next proof is based on the proof in Ref. [10]. 
I,EMMA 6. Let c be a symbol not in S. Let h denote the homomorphism defined by 
h(a) = a for a in Z and h(c) = ,. I f  L C (cZ+)+ is a state language of degree n, then 
h(L) is a state language of degree n. 
Proof. Let G-~ (K, V, 2 :u  {c}, P, Po,~) be a reduced grammar such that 
L = L(G) = L(G; n). Since I w I ~ 2 for all w in L, we may assume that P does not 
contain productions of the form (P0, ~r) --~ (q, x), ] x 1 = 1. For each x in [.)i~2 Vi, 
let Ix] be an abstract symbol. For each p in K and ~ in V - -Z ,  let H(p, ~)---- 
{(x,y) ! t ~< i xy[ <~ 2, x, y are in V*, x contains no variable which is applicable 
4 . G t ., under p}. Let V' ~ Z k) {c, 6} w {[x] ! x in U~:', V'}. Let = (K, V', Z, P ,  Po, ~) 
where P' is defined as follows: 
(1) I f (p  0 , (r) ~ (q, u) is in P, then (P0,6) ~ (q, [u])is in P'; 
(2) I f (p,  ~) ~ (q, u) is in P, then for each (x, y) in H(p, ~),(p, [x~y]) ~ (q, [xuy]) 
is in P'; 
(3) For each x andy in V2, p in K, (p, [xy]) --* (p, [x][y]) is in P'; 
(4) If h(x) ~ e, x in U~=2 (S u {c})', then for each p in K, (p, [x]) ~ (p, h(x)) is 
in P'. 
It should be clear that G' is of degree n and h(L(G)) = L(G'). 
I,EMMA 7. For each state grammar G = (K, V, Z, P, P0, o) there is an equivalent 
state grammar G' -~ (K', V', Z, P', Po , a'), with a special state f, having the following 
properties: 
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(a) I f  (po , ~') ~ (f,  x), then x is in X +. 
(b) I f  (po , a') ~ (p, x )andp @ f, then there exists (q, y) in K'  • V + such that 
(p, x) :~ (q, y). 
Proof. Let f, d, c, $, and 5 be new symbols, and let K" = K t.) {f, d}, V" = 
V kJ {$, 5, c}. Let G" = (K", V", X u {c}, P", Po, 5) where P" = 1)1 t.) P2 t.) Ps is 
defined as follows: 
P1 = P kJ {(P0,0) --~ (P0, o$)}; 
P~ = {(p,  $) -+ (d, $) [p in K} w {(d, ~) -~ (d, ~:) I ~ in V --  27}; 
Pa = {(d, $) --+ (f ,  c)}. 
The productions of P1 simulate the derivation of G so that 
(p0,5) (p0, as) (p, 
$ 
in P1 corresponds to (Po, a) :~ (p, w) in P. When no production of Px is applicable 
to (p, w$), a production of Pz can be applied to check whether w is an element of Z'+. 
I f  so, the production o fP  a can be applied that changes w$ to wc and ends the derivation. 
I f  not, the derivation never ends. Clearly L(G"; n) = L(G; n)c for all n >~ l. By the 
standard techniques used in Lemma 6, one can obtain a desired grammar G' fromG". 
THEOREM 7. Let L C_ T,+ be in .Lf n , and let ~ be a substitution 6 such that r(a) is in -~m 
for each a in X. Then T(L) is in .Lf,+,~_ 1 . 
Proof. Let L = L(G) = L(G; n) for G = (K, V, X, P, P0, a). For each a in Z', let 
G~ = (K~, Ira, ~'~, Pa,  p~, a,) be a state grammar with ~-(a) = L(G~) = L(Ga ; m). 
We can assume that each Ga has a special statef~ satisfying the condition of Lemma 7. 
Let h be the homomorphism defined by h(a) -- ~ for each a in X and h(~) = ~ for 
each s r in V -- X. Let G' = (K', V', X', P ' ,p0 ,  a), where 
K '=Kv U I,;• v '=vv  U vo, s ' - -  U x~ 
a ln2 :  a inZ '  a ln27  
and 
P '  ---- {(q, ~) - .  (q', h(u)) I (q, ~)-" (q', u) in P} 
U t ( (q ,P) ,~)- -~((q,P ' ) ,u) [q inK, (P ,~)- -~(P ' ,u) in  U Pat 
atnZ ] 
U {(q, (ra) --~ ((q, pa), (r~) ] a in X, q in K} 
u {((q, f~), ~) ~ (q, ~) [q in K, ~ in V' -- X', a in X}. 
It should be clear that r(L) = L(G'; n + m--I). 
6 Let ~' and A be finite sets. For each a in ~', let ~'(a) be a subset of A*. Let ~,(~) = c and 
7-(xy) = T(x)~(y). Then ~" is called a substitution. 
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COROLLARY 1. LP is closed under substitution. 
Since {a} u (b}, {ab}, and a + are state languages of degree one, we obtain as a 
corollary: 
COROLLARY 2, For all n, .~, is closed under u ,  ", and +. 
In Ref. [12] it was shown that any c-free family of languages closed under inter- 
section with a regular set, c-substitution, 7 and k-limited erasing s is closed under inverse 
homomorphism. By Theorem 7, .La is closed under c-substitution. By repeated use 
of Lemma 6, we get that ~,  is closed under k-limited erasing. Thus we have 
COROLLARY 3. .~, is closed under inverse homomorphism. 
Remark. The following two open problems are proposed by the referee, 
(a) Is ~'~o contained in the one-way stack languages ? The checking automaton 
languages ? 
(b) If h is a homomorphism and L is in Sa ,  is h(L) -- {,} in -~o ? 
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